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Abstract. Game consoles have become ubiquitous, not only for gam-
ing but also as media servers, internet gateways etc. In combination
with online networks, consoles feature online gaming in an unprecedented
fashion. To participate in the networks and to personalize the services
offered, the providers collect, process and forward personal information.
This puts user privacy at risk. In this work we analyze the privacy poli-
cies of the online networks Playstation-Network, Xbox-Live and Wii, the
three major providers. More specifically, we test the compliance of the
policies to the current legal situation. We also evaluate if the providers
fulfill the fundamental right of a user to obtain information on him. Our
results are that all providers commit several violations, and in many
cases their practices are not transparent.

                                    

1 Introduction

Today, game consoles have become ubiquitous. They are highly versatile and
not limited to high-performance game playing as such, but feature surfing the
Internet, acting as Media Servers [1] etc. Online networks, for multiplayer games
in particular, have become popular. Users playing against each other register
at such game networks, normally with their names, email addresses, age in-
formation, a gamer tag etc. (inventory data). The network then manages user
authentication, payment, matching similar users for online sessions etc. (usage
data). The console vendors Sony Playstation, Microsoft Xbox or Nintendo Wii
offer such networks. Network providers also exchange information with social
network sites (SNS) [2]. Further, network providers run shops and can store in-
terests in products, purchases, shipping address etc. Thus, network providers
can create comprehensive user profiles. This puts user privacy at risk.

It is not only the acquisition of personal information that threatens user pri-
vacy. Game-network providers also forward this data to others, in the following
ways: First, depending on the game, a network provider forwards the user re-
quests to the provider hosting the game servers (game-server provider). Second,
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several games embed in-game advertisement: Advertisers place real ads on the
virtual advertising panels, e.g., for perimeter advertising in sports games. Ad-
vertisers then pay for their ads based on complex payout functions [3]. Third,
individuals can exchange information between their social-network profiles and
their game-network profiles. For instance, people can automatically upload their
levels achieved in a game or their trophies won.

So far, while others have studied the privacy practices of SNS [4], this is not
the case for game networks. Game networks are different from SN, in various
ways: There are several parties responsible for the service provision, e.g., for
authentication, playing, purchasing for a game, and these parties are tightly
interwoven. Further, the parties responsible for the service provision vary for
nearly every game available, and they differ in design, technology, utilization,
and intent. Thus, results from SNS do not readily carry over to game networks.

In this work, we study privacy issues in game networks. In particular, we ask ’Is
it feasible for a user to understand which party has which personal data?’ (Q1).
In other words, we analyze if privacy practices are transparent. With respect to
the tight connection of game networks and SNS we ask ’Are there privacy threats
arising from the connection of game-network providers and SNS?’ (Q2). Finally,
’What might help to improve the privacy of the user?’ (Q3). To answer the
questions, we compare the privacy policies of game-network providers to the re-
quirements stemming from data-protection law. The game networks we consider
are the Playstation-Network (PSN), Xbox-Live (XBL) and Wii-Internet-Servi-
ces (WIS), the three most popular networks by far. The legislative body relevant
for our evaluation is the German data-protection law. As the EU is currently
harmonizing data protection among its member states, our results are relevant
beyond Germany. We evaluate which information the game-network providers
acquire according to their privacy policies, whom they forward the information
to, and if they inform the user about data usage according to data-protection
law – the most powerful mechanism users have in the EU to control the flow
of their personal information. In the name of real players we ask the providers
which data they have stored and forwarded and evaluate their responses. The
study has taken place between February and August 2010.

The impact of ourwork is high: The privacy practices of game-networkproviders
have not yet been analyzed sufficiently. This is crucial as there are millions of
gamers affected, and the information processed may be sensitive.

Paper structure: Section 2 contains some background information and explains
the legal situation. We also report on related work. Section 3 describes our study
setup, Section 4 gives our evaluation results. We propose measures to protect
user privacy in Section 5. Section 6 concludes.

2 Background

In this section we give background information on game consoles and online
networks. Then we describe in-game advertisement. Finally, we briefly discuss
the statutory framework on data protection relevant for game consoles.
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2.1 Parties Providing Online Gaming

While games with the first generations of consoles have been purely local, to-
day’s consoles all feature online gaming. This requires user management, pay-
ment mechanisms, hosting of the games, matching similar users for online ses-
sions (matchmaking) etc. In this section we describe the parties involved in
online games. These are the game-network provider, the game-server provider,
ad servers and third-party providers.

Game-network provider. The game network is the gateway to any online access
via a console. The network management handles the authentication and autho-
rization of users and offers relevant services. For instance, it provides updates,
manages groups of friends, sells updates, games, add-ons etc. Microsoft calls its
network ‘Xbox-Live’ (XBL), Sony ‘Playstation Network’ (PSN) and Nintendo
‘Wii Internet Services’ (WIS). At all networks, users have to register before they
can access it. PSN and XBL offer one network for all services. WIS distinguishes
between Nintendo Club and the Nintendo Shop and states in the privacy policy
that, without the user consent, information is not consolidated. It is important
that not participating in the network as a player is unrealistic: The providers
offer relevant patches, updates and extensions online, i.e., over their networks.
Patches are available several times a month, some required for the games and
some for the console itself. Downloading these patches, storing them on a disk
and installing them manually, as is technically feasible, would not be practical.

Game-server provider. Game-server providers host the games. They mediate
between players, i.e., create game sessions and assign users to them, etc. Games
can be hosted by the game-network providers or by independent companies,
e.g., the game publisher. For instance, Activision, the publisher of ’Call of Duty’,
also provides the servers hosting the game. In the case of independent companies,
the game-network providers automatically forward (personal) information to the
game publishers. The connection between the game server and the game network
is often hidden from the user. In other words, a user does not need to know which
company in which country operates the game server. This is good from a usability
perspective, however, it is difficult with respect to data-protection law.

Ad-servers provider. Ad servers serve ads shown in games. We will describe
in-game advertisement in Section 2.2. Both game-network providers and game-
server providers can connect to ad servers and display ads.

Third-party provider. The console and game-network providers have recently
started (November 2009) to integrate third-party services. These include Twitter,
a music-recommendation service, and Facebook. This might raise new privacy
threats: The data available to game-network providers and game-server providers
(game publishers) allows them to build comprehensive user profiles. For SNS, this
is well known [4]. The connection between both allows game-network providers
and game publishers to learn details on their players from the SNS, e.g., habits,
friends, interests. The SNS in turn can learn how often a user plays which game,
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at which time. The SNS can see this by trophies uploaded, game statistics etc.
Thus, not only the trophies can threaten privacy, but also metadata like the
upload timestamp. Further, companies providing ads for both game networks
and SNS might learn from this as well, e.g., by linking IP information they
obtain from the game-network provider for billing purposes.

XBL offers access to all these third-party services, e.g., users can upload im-
ages like game screenshot [5] and can browse Facebook photos. PSN users can
send game statistics and information on items shopped to Facebook [2], upload
videos to Youtube, and browse photos at Facebook and Picasa1,2. WIS does not
offer such a third-party integration.

2.2 In-Game Advertisement

Several games feature in-game advertisement (IGA). A unique selling point of
IGA is that players accept it as making games more realistic [6]. We distinguish
two variants of IGA: Static and dynamic in-game advertisement. The first variant
is hard-coded, i.e., part of the game, and can be refreshed with software updates.
With the dynamic variant in turn, ads are loaded from ad networks on-the-fly.
Advertisers then pay based on complex payout functions. Both the Sony and
Microsoft console feature dynamic advertisement. Sony has integrated the IGA
Worldwide and Double Fusion in-game advertising networks. Microsoft uses the
network of its subsidiary Massive Inc. and 18 further providers3. The effectiveness
of IGA depends on how good the ad-placement algorithm predicts the interests of
the users. This in turn brings ad-network providers to learn as much as possible
about their customers, i.e., to collect sensitive personal information.

2.3 Legal Background

Since the EU Directive 95/46/EC has been issued, all EU member states have
established data-protection regulations for services on the Internet. Many coun-
tries try to define regulations independent from the technology they apply to.
Thus, first we have to find out which law is the relevant one for the parties in-
volved in offering online services for consoles. This includes the relevant country
and the law within the country.

With respect to [7], game networks are subject to the German Telemedia Act
(Telemediengesetz, TMG). This law is relevant for services on the Internet if the
service is a Telemedia service in terms of §1 p. 1 s. 1 TMG. It applies to all elec-
tronical services of information or communication except for telecommunication
services (§3 No. 24, German Telecommunication Act, TKG), telecommunication
supported services after §3 No. 25 TKG and broadcasting services (§2 German

1 http://de.playstation.com/ps3/support/system-software/detail/
item289447/Update-Features-(Ver-3-40)/

2 http://blog.us.playstation.com/2010/06/28/
playstation-3-system-software- update-v3-40-available-soon-2/

3 http://privacy.microsoft.com/de-de/fullnotice.mspx

 http://de.playstation.com/ps3/support/system-software/detail/item289447/Update-Features-(Ver-3-40)/
 http://de.playstation.com/ps3/support/system-software/detail/item289447/Update-Features-(Ver-3-40)/
http://privacy.microsoft.com/de-de/fullnotice.mspx
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Broadcast Services State Treaty, RStV). The game-network providers and the
game-server providers do not fall under these exceptions, so the TMG is relevant.

The scope of the TMG for international data processing depends on the home-
state regulation in §3 p. 1 TMG. It says that (1) the German law is the relevant
one if the provider is located in Germany. However, it further says that (2) if the
provider is outside of Germany but within the EU, the law of the country from
which the provider offers the service is the relevant one (§3 p. 3 TMG, §1 p. 5
Federal Data Protection Act, BDSG). For XBL and WIS (1) holds as they are
located in Germany. For PSN however and according to (2), the British privacy
law has to be applied because their domicile is not Germany but the UK.

With the TMG and the BDSG being the relevant legislative body and ac-
cording to 95/46/EC, a provider has to fulfill several requirements. We will
investigate to which extent providers act according to them. 95/46/EC harmo-
nizes data protection within the EU, i.e., in this work we refer to German law
(also in the PSN case) but this will hold for EU legislation as well.

2.4 Related Work

Game networks have not yet been studied sufficiently with respect to privacy.
[7] describes the legal issues relevant for overlay networks, which, by subsump-
tion, also hold for game networks. [4,8] describe large networks of interconnected
users. However, they refer to social networks where users tend to establish the
contacts explicitly. The assignment of users to game sessions in contrast takes
place automatically, based on player characteristics. Others, e.g. [9], analyze in-
game advertisement, but leave data protection aside. [10,11] investigate website
advertisement and investigate privacy threats related. This as well cannot easily
be mapped to game networks: Game networks use complex payout functions
requiring a lot of personal information, much more than website advertisement.

3 Study Procedure

In this section we describe the two steps of our evaluation: first, the analysis
of the privacy policies and, second, the request for information. Further, we
describe differences between the game-network providers we have investigated.

Privacy-Policy Analysis. An important design decision of this study is to ana-
lyze the privacy policies of the providers (and nothing else) to learn about the
privacy practices of providers. This is to avoid relying on insider knowledge re-
garding the data processing at the providers and to keep our study objective.
Further, law requires providers to inform users of data collection and process-
ing in advance. Thus, users assess providers by characteristics accessible from
an external perspective, i.e., the privacy policy, and we do so as well. In more
concrete terms, we analyze the privacy policies and the general terms of usage.
Some providers have more than one privacy policy, e.g., a general and a specific
one, as they call them. We consider all of these policies. We evaluate the providers
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according to the following criteria: the availability of a privacy policy, the law
they deem relevant, information on data collection and forwarding, information
on automated data processing like cookies, the way they integrate in-game ad-
vertisement, information on the right to opt-out, giving and revoking consent,
and the availability of a contact address.

Non-Transparency vs. Violation. With any assessment of the provider we will
state whether the practice of the provider fits our interpretation of the law. In
several cases the practice might be, but is not necessarily a violation of the law.
We would need further details, or it would require a court (of ultimate resort) deci-
sion to decide if this was a violation. In any case, it is not transparent for the user
what the provider does with the data. In the assessment we will use the words
‘non-transparency’ and ‘violation’, denoting them with � and � respectively.

Request for Information. An individual has the right to request from a provider
which personal information it has stored about him. The provider has to reply
immediately, i.e., within two weeks realistically [12]. This arguably is one of the
most important mechanisms to track one’s personal information. To test its ef-
fectiveness, we ask PSN, XBL and WIS for personal information on behalf of real
players. We also do this with several game publishers. We have sent our requests
via postal letters, and we have identified ourselves (the requester) with our MAC
and IP address, the serial number of the device and the user-account name. We
have requested any information that the provider stores about the requester, the
attribute names and attribute values, and the purpose of the acquisition of the
data. Further, we have requested which data has been forwarded, to whom and
for which purpose. We have considered any response received until now.

A common approach to substantiate results would be to repeat the experi-
ment, i.e., send several requests. In our case however, the providers might see
what our intention is and behave differently, compared to ‘normal’ requests. To
observe realistic behavior, we have contacted a provider at most two times.

Game-Network Providers. We analyze the three game-network providers PSN,
XBL and WIS. The WIS privacy policy has a distinctive characteristic: It claims
that no information WIS acquires can be linked to an individual, as long as the
Wii-shopping-channel account is not connected to the Club-Nintendo account.
A user can connect both in his personal settings. So WIS acquires data but
states to be unable to identify individuals by it. To better compare the three
game-network providers, we will investigate the case of connected WIS accounts
if not stated differently.

4 Evaluation

We now evaluate the privacy practices of the game-network providers. We then
focus on privacy threats that might result from connecting SNS and game net-
works (Section 4.2). Last, we investigate how PSN, XBL and WIS deal with the
right of individuals to access their personal data (Section 4.3).
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4.1 Privacy Policy

We now report on our evaluation of the privacy policies of game-network providers
according to the criteria from Section 3. For citations we use another font.

Table 1. Overview privacy-policy analysis

Assessment criteria PSN XBL Wii
Relevant law
Privacy policy available � �
Data acqu. (kind of data) � �
Data acqu. (scope of data) � �
Data acqu. (purpose) �
Data acqu. (usage data) �
Data forwarding �
Automated processing � � �
In-game advertisement �
Giving & revoking consent � � �
Contact address �

Table 2. Usage-data attributes

Attribute PSN XBL Wii
IP address � � �
MAC address �
console id � �
user id � � �
settings � �
time/date of usage � � �
games played � � �
chat usage �
content accessed � �
game statistics � �
friend list �
products purchased � �
credit card inform. �

Relevant Law. The relevant law is the TMG. XBL does not state anything
about the relevant law, WIS says that the contract the user agrees to when
registering is subject to German law. Both is acceptable, as no information on
the relevant law is required, but if it exists, it has to be correct. PSN in contrast
says in their general terms that, to the extent permitted by law, they will handle
all claims by the law of England. According to Section 2.3, this is valid.

Availability of privacy policy. §13 p.1 s.3 TMG: Each customer must be able
to obtain the privacy policy easily and at any time.

Though all network providers do have privacy policies, users already encounter
several difficulties when they simply want to see them. The PSN privacy policy
can be found easily. In the policy itself PSN refers to a page where the most
current version is available. However, it points to a dead URL4. For XBL, users
can find a link to the privacy policy. It consists of a general policy, valid for all
Microsoft services, a compressed version and a special one for individual services,
e.g., for XBL. For WIS, due to the separation of the game network and the shop,
finding the privacy policy is difficult. It exists stand alone for the Wii-Shop-
Channel and as a part of the general terms for the game network. However,
the section in the general terms is marked with the wrong caption. Further, when
selecting the German language and then opening the policy, it is different from
the one shown when Nintendo picks a language automatically.

We classify the PSN practice and the WIS practice as non-transparent.
4 http://network.eu.playstation.com/legal

http://network.eu.playstation.com/legal
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Information on data acquisition. §13 p.1 s.1 TMG: A provider has to inform
on (i) the kind of data, (ii) the scope and (iii) the purpose of data acquisition
and usage. The purpose specification can be omitted when obvious.

Kind of data. The legislator requires the providers to state attribute names or
meaningful categories, e.g., shipping address, of data which they collect for the
registration. PSN names attributes, e.g., name and e-mail address, and mean-
ingful categories, e.g., postal address. However, they also refer to attributes like
. . . . Thus, it is not clear if the list is complete, i.e., we see an non-transparency.
XBL states attribute names and meaningful categories as well. However, they
list the attributes acquired in the general privacy policy, which covers access to
websites as well as Microsoft services for mobile phones etc. Thus, since it is not
clear which attributes XBL collects, this is an non-transparency as well. The
WIS policy names the attributes necessary for a registration.

Scope of data (storage time). In the PSN privacy policy we do not find a hint on
how long data is stored or on how to delete it. This is a violation. XBL gives no
information on how long the data is stored either, i.e., this is a violation as well.
WIS provides an email address which a user can contact to delete the data.

Purpose. PSN states explicitly which purpose they acquire personal data for,
e.g., for network gaming, community functions etc. XBL states several purposes,
ranging from providing the requested service to advertisement. Again, as Microsoft
states the purpose in the general policy, it is unclear if this holds for the XBL
game network as well. We classify this as non-transparent. WIS clearly states the
purposes access to websites, registration for a newsletter and email subscription.

Information on the acquisition of usage data. Besides the data providers acquire
when registering at the service (inventory data), providers also acquire data when
individuals use the service (usage data). All providers list the attributes of the
usage data collected. This includes the IP address, the usage behavior etc. (see
Table 2). PSN states that, to enforce the general terms of use, they may store
any information on chat and speech data, without informing the user beforehand.
This is a violation. They do so without any well-founded suspicion and, as this
clause is ’surprising’, it also violates the German Civil Code.

Forwarding of data. §13 p. 1 s. 1 TMG: Each provider has to state which
personal data is forwarded to others.

PSN states three kinds of receivers of personal information. The first ones are
companies providing the PSN service. PSN states that the receivers have to act
according to the PSN privacy policy, and that PSN regards herself responsi-
ble for the data. Second, other subsidiaries of Sony Computer Entertainment
have access to the data. In this case, PSN does not state the purpose of data
forwarding. As PSN is a worldwide service, data is forwarded to countries out-
side the European Economic Area, i.e., countries with different data-protection
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laws. PSN informs on this. Third, PSN also forwards personal data to game
communities, third-party publishers and social network sites at the time when a
user accesses it. Here, it is important that the PSN states that the receiver of
the data is responsible for the personal data, i.e., another policy takes effect.
XBL states to forward data to other countries as well. According to their pri-
vacy policy, personal data can be stored and processed in any country where
Microsoft has a related company or a branch, or where their service providers
have offices. Microsoft states to act according to the Safe-Harbor Agreement.
It establishes that the data transfer to the US complies with the EU directive
95/46/EC. Normally, this agreement is relevant for EU subsidiaries of Microsoft
only. But from the Microsoft privacy policy, a user gains the impression that
this holds for companies outside of the EU and the US as well. We deem this
non-transparent. WIS states that they do not sell personal information and use
it only for its own purposes and the ones of their subsidiaries.

Summary. All providers are international and have subsidiaries they forward
personal data to. A user is not able to find out which companies belong to a
provider. Thus, the data flow is non-transparent. However, since relationships of
companies are likely to change over time, it is adequate to name the receivers
of the data in forms of categories. It then depends on how the providers handle
requests for information (Section 4.3) whether this is a violation.

Information on automated data processing. §13 p.1 s.1, s.2 TMG: Each
provider has to inform about the automated processing of personal data if the
processes give way to the identification of an individual. In particular, the obli-
gation to inform includes (i) the kind of data, (ii) the storage period (scope) and
(iii) the purpose of processing.

PSN uses cookies to acquire specific information about the users, to track the
access and usage of PSN, to deliver the service and to store the relevant lan-
guage. The formulation specific is vague. Further, there is no information on
the storage time, i.e., if session or persistent cookies are used, for how long, or
on how to remove them. This is a violation. XBL uses cookies for the login to
specific services, for the personalization of the service and to place adequate ad-
vertisement. XBL states to use session cookies, which will be removed when
logging out or closing the browser, and persistent cookies. XBL explains how to
remove cookies. We deem this sufficient to meet the storage-time requirement.
Further, Microsoft states which information is stored in the cookies. Thus, Mi-
crosoft informs on the kind, purpose and scope of cookie usage. Microsoft uses
also Webbeacons, i.e., content like transparent one-pixel images users download
(unknowingly) and providers then track. Microsoft uses this for statistical pur-
poses, for cobranding services and advertisement. Further, under certain circum-
stances, Microsoft uses Webbeacons of third parties that build statistics. XBL
says that no such Webbeacons are allowed on Microsoft websites that give way
to the collection of personal data. On the other hand, XBL states that they
build aggregated statistics. This is comparable to web-statistics tools which vi-
olate data-protection law in Germany [13]. Here, further details are required to
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decide if this is a violation. However, formulations like specific services or under
certain circumstances are non-transparent. Wii states to use cookies to collect
information on the websites a user visits and the products he is interested in.
Further, Wii states to use cookies to check if a user is already registered, and
permanent cookies to store the preferred language of the user. Webbeacons are
also used, e.g., to track users. Wii does not say how long cookies are stored,
i.e., violates the law. The purpose Wii states is to provide content interesting for
the user and for marketing purposes.

In-Game Advertisement. PSN states to create personalized profiles to pre-
dict the user intent and interests. To do so, PSN states to store the IP address,
the MAC address, the position in the game where the ad is placed, how long the
ad has been visible, its size and the perspective the user has seen it from. This
information is not only stored by PSN, but PSN also forwards it to companies
that place the ads. However, it becomes clear to the user what kind of informa-
tion PSN processes and forwards. XBL does not explicitly use the term in-game
advertisement. They state that many services offered by Microsoft partners are
supported by advertisement. Due to the very general overall privacy policy it
is difficult to understand if Microsoft as the game-server provider uses in-game
advertisement. We classify this as non-transparent. The WIS privacy policy
does not mention in-game advertisement or personalized ads.

Opt-Out. §15 p.3 TMG: If the provider informs the user on his right to opt-out,
the provider is allowed to build usage profiles for the purpose of advertisement,
market research, and to adjust the service to market needs.

Regarding this point, all providers behave in line with law. PSN creates pseudony-
mous profiles. However, they inform the user on his right to opt-out from receiv-
ing marketing information. They refer to the account-setting page, where the
user can disable this. XBL creates pseudonymous and personalized profiles.
They also refer to a page where the user can deactivate personalized advertise-
ment. Users can do so for the device they currently use or for their entire account,
i.e., their Live-ID. This allows to deactivate personal and pseudonymous profiles.
WIS creates pseudonymous profiles as well and explains how to opt-out.

Giving and revoking consent §12 p.1, §13 p.2 TMG: Acquisition and usage
of personal data are allowed only if permitted by law, or if the user consents.
It must become clear which purpose the user consents to, and which practice is
already legitimated by (any) law. Further, the user has to be aware of the fact
that he is consenting. The user must be informed that he can revoke his consent
at any time.

In particular, requesting the consent of the user is required when building per-
sonalized profiles, acquiring more data than necessary to provide the service and
when forwarding personal information to non EU countries. All providers request
user consent to their privacy practices.

PSN creates personalized profiles, acquires more data than necessary to pro-
vide a service, e.g., the postal address, and forwards data. Thus, giving consent
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is required. PSN also requests the consent for using cookies. It does not become
clear which purpose that requires a consent they use cookies for. The PSN pri-
vacy policy states that using their service after a modification of the privacy
policy is equivalent to giving consent consciously. The same holds for the for-
warding of personal information. This is a violation of the law. Further, PSN
does not inform the user that he can revoke his consent. This is another viola-
tion. According to its privacy policy, XBL creates personalized profiles, forwards
data to companies not necessary to offer the service, and collects data not nec-
essary to this end. Thus, user consent is required. However, a user cannot see in
detail from their privacy policy which practices actually do require consent. We
classify this as non-transparent. As mentioned before, XBL offers an interface to
revoke the consent for advertisement. Further, they inform the users that they
can revoke the consent. This is in line with the law. WIS explicitly states in a
paragraph purposes which they request consent for. This is transparent. How-
ever, a closer look shows that this paragraph also includes practices that do not
require user consent. For instance, this is the case when the provider uses per-
sonal information to improve a website. Again, a user cannot see what exactly
the consent is required for, and what is legitimated by law anyhow. As we have
explained, Wii distinguishes between two kinds of accounts, one for playing and
one for the shop. They state that by connecting both accounts a user automat-
ically consents to building a personalized profile. However, this implicit kind of
giving consent is a violation. In line with law, Wii points out that the user may
revoke his consent.

Summary. All providers request user consent, as required by law, considering
their purposes. However, they do not make clear what is already legitimated
by law, and which practices require consent. Further, giving consent must be
consciously, but this is not always the case.

Contact Address §ł5 p.1 no. 1, no. 2 TMG: Providers have to provide a con-
tact information.

The PSN and WIS privacy policies contain concrete contact addresses. XBL
states how to contact a person responsible for data protection, a phone number,
a web form and a postal address. When using the web form however, one has
to consent to the privacy policy before being able to ask questions regarding
the policy itself. Further, the privacy policy referenced in the form cannot be
correctly displayed with Firefox. Last, the contact form the policy displayed
refers to is different from the one we came from. Overall, we deem this non-
transparent.

4.2 Interconnection of Console Networks and Social Network Sites

The connection of game networks and SNS since 2009 are likely to raise new
privacy threats. We analyze how the game-network providers address this issue
in their privacy policy. PSN states that data can be forwarded to, say, SNS if one
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accesses such a service via one’s PSN account. The purpose of the data forward-
ing, according to PSN, is to provide the services and related research and analysis.
We do not know what research and analysis include and classify this as non-
transparent. PSN states that, when forwarding data to a SNS (here Facebook),
the privacy policy of the receiver is the relevant one. XBL does not explicitly use
the terms ‘social network site’ or ‘Facebook’, but states to use cobranding and to
offer some services referred to as alliance with other companies. We assume that,
here as well, the privacy policy of the receiver is the relevant one. This conforms
to law if XBL informs the user when data is transferred.

4.3 Request for Information

§13 p.7 TMG, §34 BDSG: Each customer can ask a provider to inform her on
her personal data. The provider has to list all data stored and forwarded.

Table 3. Responses to the request for information
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Response time 1m, 14d � � � � 14d � � � 20d 20d, 1m, 1m �
Data acquisition –, � � � � � � � � � � –, –, �
Data forwarding –, � � � � � � � � � � –, –, �
No Complaints –, � � � � � � � � � � –, –, �

Our evaluation covers all assessment criteria relevant according to law, as
well as general information on the interaction with the provider. It states whom
we obtained a response from, within which time window, if the provider has
replied with the data acquired and stored, the data forwarded, the purpose of
any data forwarding, the receiver, and if the request has been answered without
complaints. Table 3 gives an overview. Multiple entries for the same provider
means that we have had repeated interactions. For each player we will first
describe our experiences with the game-network providers, the ones with the
game publishers follow. Complementary information can be found on our web
site5.

We have approached the game-network providers and game-server providers
in the name of three real players. In the name of a PS3 user we have asked PSN,
Acitivision, Electronic Arts, Epic Games, Rockstargames and Ubisoft. For the
Xbox user we have requested information from XBL, Activision, Electronic Arts,
and Ubisoft, for the Wii users WIS and Hudson Entertainment.

PSN. We have sent 6 requests for information in the name of the PSN user.
5 http://privacy.ipd.kit.edu

http://privacy.ipd.kit.edu
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Game-Network Provider. PSN has answered our request after one month by
requesting a copy of the passport and asking if they could limit the information
sent to one year; we did agree. 14 days later we have received a detailed list of
data acquired, stored and processed, together with a description on how to read
the table, explanations of the database schema etc. This includes 15 inventory
attributes (see Table 4).

Table 4. Inventory-data PSN

Attributes 1 Attributes 2
Identifier Last Deposit Amount
PSN Account ID Last Deposit Date
Login Name Account Update
Pseudonym Reg. Console ID
Account Status Gender
Address 1 – 3 Day Of Birth
City Language
Zip Code Account Creation
Province Code Opt-In Direct
Country Opt-In-3rd-Party
Country Currency EULA-Version
Wallet Balance

Table 5. Events PSN

Events 1 Events 2
Authentication Verify (Payment)
Authorization Activate Console
Authorize DRM View Product
Create Account Add to Cart
Change Payment Infor View Category
Change Opt-In Purchase Product
Credit Card Auth. Download Content
Credit Card Charge Redownload Store
Purchase Purchase Info
Deposit - Charge Create Session
Lookup Voucher Delete Session

Besides the inventory data, PSN acquires two kinds of usage data: They call
the first one transactions, the second one includes connection information to the
network etc. Transactions refer to any action related to the Playstation store.
For each transaction they store 57 attributes, including the name of the buyer,
his day of birth, the product etc. Further, PSN has sent us an overview of the
transactions, which we refer to in the following. Transactions, as far as we can
see from the answer, refers to downloads, product sale, voucher redemption, and
revenue realization. Product sale also includes access to demos of games etc. For
any transaction, they store the transaction type, a time stamp, the identifier and
pseudonym, the quantity, price, currency, the medium used to buy the product
(e.g., PS3, PSP), the product name and a product category.

The second kind of usage data comprises 22 event types (see Table 5). The
events have between 4 and 10 attributes, e.g., specifying the account ID, IP
address, console ID, name of the credit-card owner etc. As one can see, the data
PSN stores is not free of overlap. However, we present it here as given by the
PSN response. For our PS3 user, PSN has reported 1760 events stored. This
allows to build a comprehensive user profile.

Next, we look at the forwarding practices. PSN has stated in their response
that, for purposes given in the privacy policy, data is forwarded to Sony-Compu-
ter-Entertainment companies and to external service providers. This is a violation,
as this category is too unspecific.

Further, PSN states we cannot guarantee that the data provided is correct and
complete. This is insufficient from a legal perspective.
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Summing up, PSN has answered our request at the level of detail required by
law, in a human readable way. Further, the attributes fit the ones in their privacy
policy (cf. Table 2). However, they have not correctly informed us whom they
have forwarded our data to, and state that the response might be incomplete.

Game Publisher. From the game publishers, only Ubisoft has answered, stating
that they do not store any personal information and referring us to PSN. From
all others we did not get any response. This violates the law.

XBL. We have sent 4 requests for information in the name of the Xbox user
to XBL, to two different addresses, one in Germany, one in the USA. XBL has
answered neither one. From the game publishers, again, Ubisoft has answered our
request. They claim to not store any personal data. Activision did not respond.
EA games gives a dead contact address in their privacy policy. We have sent a
second request to another address but have not obtained any response. Summing
up, except for Ubisoft, the providers violate the law.

WIS. We have sent 2 requests for information in the name of the Wii user.

Game-Network Provider. WIS has replied to our request after 20 days, request-
ing the serial number of our Wii and a copy of the sales slip. One month later, we
have received a response that, to answer our request, the MAC address and IP
address have to be correlated with our name. They have asked if we agree to this
procedure. In their final response, WIS states that they deem the data-protection
law not relevant for them, as they perceive the data they store as anonymous.
They further say that, in fact, the personalization of the data stored had become
possible with the name from our request. However, as they have stored credit
card and purchasing information, they obviously have the possibility to corre-
late the usage data with individuals. Thus, the information stored is at least
pseudonymous, i.e., one has the right to request that information. We do not
classify this as a violation as WIS has answered our request.

WIS stores three kinds of information: basic information, shop-channel data,
and two network-communication logs. See Table 6. Further, they explicitly state
which data is stored and processed in which country by which company. Coun-
tries they name are Japan and the US.

Table 6. WIS data

basic data shop data network communic.
Wii number purchasing points game title
serial no purchasing game user nickname
device region balance login time
country time / data current IP
register date name of game time of msg.
Wifi MAC current IP
Bluetooth MAC
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The WIS response fulfills the requirements from law. However, in their second
response WIS states that they will provide only such information where doing
so is reasonable at a technical level. This is a violation.

Game-Publisher. We have sent a request for information to Hudson Entertain-
ment. However, we got back the letter with the information that the forward
time expired for the address used – the address we took from the privacy policy.
We have sent another request to a different address, but did not receive any
response. This is a violation.

Summing up, the request for information fails in practice. From 12 requests
we have sent, providers have answered only 4, and some replies are incomplete.
Further, with up to three months to come to results, users cannot effectively
track their personal data.

4.4 Summary

Our evaluation shows that the means to track the flow of one’s personal in-
formation are insufficient (Q1, Q2). This is due to often vague statements on
which information is acquired, stored or processed, and to unspecific formula-
tions regarding the potential receivers in case of data forwarding. The request
for information, the most powerful means of a user to track her personal infor-
mation, yields results that are particularly unsatisfactory.

5 Proposals

In this section we will answer Q3 (What might help to improve the privacy of
the user?). We only focus on what we have not already deemed non-transparent
or a violation. We derive our proposals from the evaluation just presented.

P1. The forwarding of personal information from the game-network provider or
the game publisher to ad servers puts user privacy at risk. Actually, such
information is transferred to prove when, where and for how long the ad
impressions have been shown. Put differently, millions of users have to trust
the game-network providers, game publishers and advertisers. A potential
solution might be billing models where personal information is not trans-
ferred, or only in case of a breach of the agreement.

P2. Serving a privacy policy common for all services and specific ones for the
individual services sounds wise, at least at first sight. However, we have
observed that providers overload the common policy, like collecting any
practice conceivable, so that the real practices become non-transparent. We
propose that there should be individual policies for any service, or the com-
mon policy should only cover the practices common to all services addressed.

P3. Today’s highly complex consoles require maintenance, i.e., software updates.
We do not see any reason why a user has to be registered at the game
network to download updates and fixes. We propose, in the style of the WIS
distinction between shop and gaming data, a separation of entertainment,
shop and maintenance services provided.
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6 Conclusions

Game consoles and the corresponding online networks currently offer a variety
of different services. To provide these services, game-network providers collect
and process personal information. For advertisement, they also forward the in-
formation to third parties. This puts user privacy at risk.

In this paper we have analyzed the privacy policies of Sony Playstation, Mi-
crosoft Xbox-Live and Nintendo Wii, and have compared them to their actual
data-processing practices, as far as they are observable from an outside per-
spective. Our results are that in many cases the provider practices are non-
transparent or even violate law. In particular, most providers which we have
sent a request for information to did not send any or only an incomplete answer.
Given these insights, we have compiled a list of proposals that might help to
make the practices more transparent and to protect user privacy.
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